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ABSTRACT
Just-In-Time (JIT) defect prediction is a classification model that
is trained using historical data to predict bug-introducing changes.
However, recent studies raised concerns related to the explainability of the predictions of many software analytics applications
(i.e., practitioners do not understand why commits are risky and
how to improve them). In addition, the adoption of Just-In-Time
defect prediction is still limited due to a lack of integration into
CI/CD pipelines and modern software development platforms (e.g.,
GitHub). In this paper, we present an explainable Just-In-Time defect prediction framework to automatically generate feedback to
developers by providing the riskiness of each commit, explaining
why such commit is risky, and suggesting risk mitigation plans. The
proposed framework is integrated into the GitHub CI/CD pipeline
as a GitHub application to continuously monitor and analyse a
stream of commits in many GitHub repositories. Finally, we discuss
the usage scenarios and their implications to practitioners. The
VDO demonstration is available at https://jitbot-tool.github.io/.
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INTRODUCTION

Just-In-Time (JIT) defect prediction is a classification model that is
trained using historical data to predict bug-introducing changes [5].
Prior studies argued that JIT defect models can provide earlier
feedback for developers, while design decisions are still fresh in
their minds [5]. Recently, CommitGuru [9] has been proposed to
increase the adoption of JIT defect prediction. Yet, the actionability
of CommitGuru is still limited due to a lack of explainability of

their predictions and a lack of integration into modern software
development platforms (e.g., GitHub).
Recently, researchers raised concerns that software analytics
must be explainable and actionable [1, 3, 6]. In addition, the decisionmaking based on JIT defect prediction needs to be better justified
and uphold privacy laws (i.e., developers could be laid off by committing poor code into the repositories). In particular, Article 22 of
the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
states that the use of data in decision-making that affects an individual or group requires an explanation for any decision made by an
algorithm. Also, Wan et al. [11] also raised concerns that the limited
adoption of defect prediction has to do with a lack of integration
into CI/CD pipelines and modern software development platforms.
Jiarpakdee et al. [3] is among the first to use model-agnostic techniques to address the explanability challenges for defect prediction
models. Yet, such techniques have never been fully integrated into
a GitHub development workflow.
To address these challenges, we present an explainable Just-InTime defect prediction bot in order to prioritize which pull requests
that developers should review first by generating the riskiness of
each commit, explain why such commit is risky, and suggest risk
mitigation plans. To do so, for each Git repository, we first collect change-level software metrics from the repository. Then, we
construct a random forest classification technique to generate the
prediction of each commit (i.e., the riskiness of each commit to introducing bugs). We evaluated the models using an Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUROC) and F-measure.
We leveraged a model-agnostic technique to explain the predictions
of bug-introducing commits. Finally, we integrated the proposed
framework into the GitHub platform as a GitHub application to continuously monitor and analyse a stream of commits in many GitHub
repositories. Our usage scenarios demonstrated that the explanations generated from the JITBot provide implications and benefits
to developers to prioritize pull requests based on the riskiness of the
latest commit and guide managers to develop risk mitigation plans.
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AN OVERVIEW OF OUR JITBOT
FRAMEWORK

JITBot is an explainable Just-In-Time defect prediction framework
which automatically generates feedback to developers by providing
the riskiness of each commit, explaining why such commit is risky,
and suggesting risk mitigation plans. JITBot is designed as a GitHub
application that is tightly integrated into continuous software development pipelines (CI/CD). The primary inputs of JITBot are a
pull request and related commit information, triggered by commits
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Figure 1: The architecture overview of JITBot.
made by developers. For a given pull request, the outputs of JITBot
are three-fold: (1) the riskiness that a given commit will introduce
defects in the future; (2) an explanation of the prediction; and (3)
suggestion for improvement to mitigate the risk.
Figure 1 presents an overview of how JITBot works. First, one
needs to install and add our JITBot to a GitHub repository. When
one submits a pull request to the repository, GitHub will send a
webhook to our JITBot to trigger the back-end application. Our
back-end application will return results to the GitHub via a webhook
again and the feedback will be presented at the comments of the pull
request. Below, we describe the front-end and back-end architecture
and the implementation details of our JITBot framework.

2.1

The Front-end Implementation

When a developer submitted a pull request to a GitHub repository,
GitHub will send a webhook to the back-end of the JITBot app which
has been linked during the installation. Then, the back-end of the
JITBot app will use the trained models to generate predictions and
explanations, and return results to the pull request. We developed
the JITBot app using Node.js with the Probot framework.

2.2

The Back-end Implementation

The back-end implementation can be further divided into 2 phases:
learning phase and execution phase. The learning phase occurs
at the beginning after the JITBot app has been installed into a
GitHub project. It is responsible for creating predictive models. The
execution phase occurs after the predictive models are trained and
ready to be used. The JITBot app will respond to each pull request
and generate defect predictions with explanations.
2.2.1 The Learning Phase. This phase consists of two steps.
Step 1: Collect change-level metrics. Similar to Kamei et
al. [4], we collected eight change-level metrics with respect to
three dimensions (see Table 1).

Table 1: Summary of change-level metrics
Category

Name

Description

4*Diffusion

NS
ND
NF
Entropy

Number of modified subsystems
Number of modified directories
Number of modified files
Distribution of modified code across each file

3*Size

LA
LD
LT

Lines of code added
Lines of code deleted
Lines of code in a file before the change

Purpose

FIX

Whether or not the change is a defect fix

Diffusion category measures how distributed a change is. A highly
distributed change is more complex and more prone to defects, as
shown in prior work [2]. We collected the number of modified
subsystems (NS), the number of modified directories (ND), the
number of modified files (NF), and the distribution of modified code
across each file (Entropy), to measure the diffusion of a change.
Similar to Hassan [2], we normalized the entropy by the maximum
entropy loд2n to take the differences in the number of files n across
changes into account. Size category measures the size of a change
using the lines added (LA), lines deleted (LD), and lines total (LT).
The intuition is that the size of a change is a strong indicator of the
change’s defect-proneness [7]. Purpose category measures whether
a change fixes a defect. The intuition is that a change that fixes a
defect is more likely to introduce another defect.
Step 2: Train JIT models. Since prior studies have demonstrated that random forest is the top-performing classifiers [10], we
trained JIT models using a random forest classification technique.
2.2.2 The Execution Phase. After the predictive models are trained
in the learning phase, they are put to use every time a new pull
request is created. This phase consists of 3 steps as explained below.
Step 1: Generate predictions. When a new pull request comes
in, the JITBot app extract a list of commits from the pull request
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Figure 2: The distributions of the performance of our JITBot models for the retrospective scenario and the prospective scenario for AUC and F-measure.
and analyze each commit individually. The change-level metrics
are collected from each commit, and then the tool generates the
prediction of the commit (i.e., the riskiness that the commit will
introduce bugs).
Step 2: Explain the predictions. We leveraged a model-agnostic
technique to explain the predictions of bug-introducing commits,
that is suggested by our recent work [3]. LIME constructs a local
regression model from the instance of interest and its surrounding
random samples to measure the contributions of metrics towards
the final probability of the prediction of such instance. The implementation of LIME is provided by the lime python library.
Step 3: Return results. Finally, the back-end system will return
the output from the models to the given pull request. In particular,
the results aim to answer the following three questions:
(Q1) What is the risk of each bug-introducing commit?
(Q2) Why is the commit predicted as a bug-introducing commit?
(Q3) How to mitigate the risk of bug-introducing commits?

3

MODEL EVALUATION

To investigate how well our JITBot can accurately predict bugintroducing changes, we evaluated the predictive accuracy of the
JIT models using 21 large open-source software systems. The studied datasets are collected through an API of the CommitGuru [9].
We performed 2 evaluation scenarios, i.e., retrospective evaluation and prospective evaluation. First, we split 70% of each dataset
for retrospective evaluation, and 30% for prospective evaluation.
For retrospective evaluation, we used the 10-fold cross-validation
technique. For prospective evaluation, we used the retrospective
samples for constructing JIT models and the prospective samples
for estimating the accuracy of our JIT models on unseen data. We
used the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve
(AUROC) and the F-measure (i.e., a harmonic mean ( 2·precision·recall
precision+recall )
TP ) and recall ( TP )) as the studied performance
of precision ( TP+FP
TP+FN

measures, which is calculated from a confusion matrix. True positive (TP) is the number of correctly classified as bug-introducing
commits. False positive (FP) is the number of incorrectly classified bug-introducing commits. False positive (FN) is the number of
incorrectly classified non-bug-introducing commits.

Our JITBot models consistently yield high model performance for both retrospective and prospective evaluation scenarios. Figure 2 shows the distributions of the performance of our
JIT models for both retrospective scenario and prospective evaluation scenarios. For the retrospective scenario, the performance
of our JIT models is, at the median, 0.82 for the AUROC and 0.58
for the F-measure. Similarly, for the prospective scenario, the performance of our JIT models is, at the median, 0.80 for the AUROC
and 0.59 for the F-measure. The high model performance for both
studied scenarios across the studied large open-source software
systems indicates that our JIT models can accurately estimate and
explain the risk of bug-introducing commits.

4

USE-CASE SCENARIO

Problem Motivation. Let’s imagine that developers have a stream
of pull requests to be reviewed. Exhaustively reviewing all pull
requests are infeasible due to limited resources. Thus, our JITBot
is designed to help developers prioritize their code review effort
when reviewing a stream of pull requests and provide guidance to
help developers make data-informed decisions.
Demonstration. To demonstrate a use-case scenario of our JITBot,
we selected the pull request ID 3349 from the Apache Camel project
as a subject of this use-case scenario. Installation of our JITBot
typically needs authorization from the core developers who have
an admin permission of GitHub projects. Thus, simulating the realworld pull requests remains challenging. To address this challenge,
we simulated the given pull request by replicating the same pullrequest on the repository that we fork from the original repository.
This pull request consists of 2 commits, i.e., the correctly predicted
bug-introducing commit (e21c9a8) and the correctly predicted non
bug-introducing commit (1a8a375). Figure 3 shows the generated
feedback (i.e., the riskiness, the explanation, and the risk mitigation
plans) from our JITBot for each commit of the studied pull request.

4.1

Explain a moderate-risk estimation of a
bug-introducing commit (e21c9a8)

Our JITBot suggested that the commit e21c9a8 has a moderate risk
of 63% to be a bug-introducing commit. Based on the supporting
scores (towards class Defect), our JITBot explains the top-3 factors
that increase the risk as follows: (1) the low experiences of developers in the subsystem increases the risk by 10.53%, (2) the low
experiences of recent developers in the subsystem increases the risk
by 4.67%, and (3) the high number of deleted lines of code in this
commit increases the risk by 2.85%. With respect to the risk of being
a bug-introducing commits, our JITBot offers 2 risk mitigation plans
as follows: the author of this commit (1) should ask developers who
have experience in the subsystem to review this commit; and (2)
may consider reducing the number of deleted lines of code.

4.2

Explain a low-risk estimation of a
bug-introducing commit (1a8a375)

Our JITBot suggested that the commit 1a8a375 has a low risk of 34%
to be a bug-introducing commit. Based on the contrasting scores
(towards class Clean), our JITBot explains the top-3 factors that
increase the risk as follows: (1) the high number of prior changes to
the modified files in this commit increases the risk by 7.3%; (2) the
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low experiences of developers increases the risk by 5.33%; and (3)
the high number of modified directories in this commit increases the
risk by 4.89%. With respect to the risk of being a bug-introducing
commits, our JITBot offers 3 risk mitigation plans as follows: the
author of this commit (1) may consider paying more attention to
these modified files that were changed frequently in the past; (2)
should ask experienced developers to review this commit; and (3)
may consider reducing the number of modified directories.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper presents an explainable Just-In-Time defect prediction
bot (JITBot) in order to prioritize which pull requests that reviewers
should review first by generating the riskiness of each commit,
explain why such commit is risky, and suggest risk mitigation
plans. Through an illustration of a use-case scenario, our JITBot
offers many implications to reviewers, developers, and managers.
First, the riskiness of being bug-introducing commits from our
JITBot could help reviewers to prioritize their limited resources
on the most risky pull requests so reviewers could save a huge
amount of effort on code review, especially, in a rapid release setting.
Second, the explanation of the predictions from our JITBot could
help developers to better understand why the JIT models make that
decisions. Such explanations could help reviewers and developers
understand how to mitigate the risk of bug-introducing commits
and help managers develop risk mitigation plans to avoid such
mistakes in the future. Nevertheless, we noted that our explanations
must be used as a guidance for developing QA improvement plans,
instead of a causal effect. Our future work will focus on explaining
the finer-level granularity of JIT models [8].
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